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The first thing one asks about this game
is: Does the world really need another Battle
of the Bulge game? After all there must be
more Battle of lhe Bulge games than
Sherlock Holmes movies and that was 134 at
the last count. However, the Battles for the
Ardennes Quad is more than just another
Bulge game for it covers the 1940 battles in
the same area. Hopefully, by the end of this
article you will form an opinion about it. We
will first describe the game and its system and
then look at each scenario and the two campaign games. We will conclude with general
hints on play and our overall view.
As most of you will have read the ad vertisements for this game, there is no point in
describing it. All that really needs to be said is
that it consists of four colourful maps which
can either be interlocked to play the campaign games or used individually. The
graphics are up to the usual SPI standard.
The only negative comment that can be said
against it is that it is hard to see some of the
setup locations in the heavy wood areas.
Otherwise, it is first rate.
The game system is simple and
straightforward and introduces no new concepts. Hence, an experienced gamer should
quickly learn how to play. Unlike some recent SPI games there should be little errata.
The system is slightly more complicated than
the early Quads; in terms of complexity it is
more like the Crimean War Quad.
The following is a short summary of the
game system so that non-owners can. gel the
feel of it. Every unit except artillery has two
factors - combat strength and movement.
Artillery have four factors - barrage, final
protective fire, defence strength, and movemenlo Artillery musl be in battery (and hence
can not move) to use barrage or FPF. Units
may be placed in March Mod.e which, depending on. the lype of unit, can increase the

movement allowance by a factor of two to
six. However special restrictions are placed
on these units; e .g., they must stay on the
road and not end their movement next to
another unit in March Mode. ZOC's are
fluid; i.e., units may leave at the start of their
movement phase and combat is voluntary .
The terrain effect modifiers are integrated into the CRT and provide for a number of column shifts, depending on the terrain the
defending unit is in. The combat results can
be taken as step losses or hexes retreated.
Supply can be traced up to four hexes from
an unblocked road that leads to the appropriate edge of the map. In the 1944 games
a dice throw dictates which, jf any, German
units are out of supply in addition to the
standard supply rules. Bridges can be blown,
and in certain games it is essential for one of
the players to blow as many as possible. Air
Interdiction allows attacks on units or roads
and offers combat support. Stacking is
roughly one division per hex.
As can be seen from the above, it is a
relatively simple game. Given the basic concepts of the Quads - quick, simple, easily
playable - it is unfair to criticise the game
for lack of some features, such as combined
arms tactics. However, March Mode is a good
point and one can easily imagine large columns of troops and trucks rushing to the
front. The supply rules are simple but adequate, particularly the random out of supply
rules in the 1944 games. These rules add that
note of uncertainty which happened in that
period for the Germans. Only a few counters
are really needed for bookke.eping in actual
play, mainly the march mode counters .
There are a few parts of the system with
which we disagree. The most important is
Divisional Integrity. With this rule the attacker or defender receives a one -c olumn
shift, if all the division is attacking or all
parts of a division being attacked are stacked
adjacent to one another. I am for the whole
concept of Division Integrity. However, it
takes additional lime and effort to keep track
of all parts of a division during movement.
Normally this is not worth the effort for a
one column shift. In Panzergruppe Guderian
Divisional Integrity doubled attack or
defense strength, which I think overstates the
case, but it forced players to keep track of all
parts of a division. I feel that the game
system should force each player to use
historically the right tactics. By having allowed only a one column shift for Divisional In-

tegrity, I consider that the designer has not
done this.
The German Combat Initiative Bonus is
another point where I disagree with the
designer. The German player subtracts one
from the die roll for resolution of combat on
all attacks in the 1944 games. However, in
the 1940 games, the Germans only receive the
bonus if one of the attackers is a Panzer unit.
Is the designer really trying to say that the
Germans were as superior to the Americans
and British in J 944 as they were to the French
in 1940? War in Europe, via its different
CRT's, gives the Germans a combat bonus
and also gives a comparison of how effective
the designer thought the Germans were in
1940 and 1944. The German player is effectively given a three column shift over the
French in 1940; the French have to attack at
eight-to-one to get the same results as the
German get at five-to-one. However, in 1944
the Allies are rated :;IS equal to or superior to
the Germans. While admitting that the Germans had some of their best men and equipment in the games covered by the Battles for
the Ardennes Quad, I consider that the actual battle showed neither side to be superior.
That is why I disagree with the designer's
value judgment for the German Combat Initiative Bonus.

SEDAN
Sedan is a ten turn game covering the
German breakthrough in Ardennes in 1940.
Looking at the following table, which shows
the combat strength points available to each
side, would suggest an easy walkover for the
German player. However, this picture is
greatly distorted because of the difference in
time it takes the German and French reinforcements t~ reach the front line.
I nitill'l
Ger
43

Fr

47

1

2.

3

4

5

6

7

8+

86 126 151 163 173 208 223 236
53 53 53 55 61 71 81 95

In this game the Germans' main problem is traffic management - how to get the
maximum number of units to the front as
fast as possible. When the Germans' right
flank has pushed up to the River Meuse,
which it should do easily. the German infantry units will take four or five turns to reach
the front. So German infantry reinforcements from turn six onward have little effe<;t
on the game except to block later panzer reinforcements rushing to the front. Conversely,
the French reinforcements can be, and usual"Iy are, in the front line on their turn of entry.
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The Germans should win the majority
of the games, if they do it right. This is not to
say it is easy; given equal players, the Germans should win. If the German player can
get his traffic management right, only a very
good French player, making very few
mistakes, can hope to win.
The German player should be aggressive
and, on the first turn, pin the French front
line and try to destroy it. If the French front
line can retreat and block key crossroads like
Gedinne, Beauraing or Wellin, it can cause
that critical two turn delay that may lead to a
French victory. However, the German
should temper his aggression with one note
of caution. Units which attack in March
Mode and suffer an unfavourable result,
which can happen with the CRT even at maximum odds, must take step losses. The German player cannot afford to lose mechanized
combat points. He should remember that he
has two air points per turn and should use
them. T hey will discourage the French player
from using March Mode to increase his
movement potential. This tactic should make
it harder for the French to block gaps. Sedan
should be taken, thus reducing the required
number of mechanized units that have to exit
the map.
The French player has only one objective, delay. Jf he can force the German player
to change from March Mode before reaching
the Meuse, the French may cause tha t critical
few turns delay that is needed. This delaying
tactic arises due to the fact that the bulk of
the French reinforcements, as per the US
Cavalry, come on late in the game. The
French player should actively defend between the Rivers Meuse and Semois while
trying to delay the Germans elsewhere for as
long as possible. It is worthwhile losing a unit
if enough opposing units are delayed. However, never. attempt a static defense as the
Germans can be easily massed to get maximum odds or to bypass your static positions.
Remember ZOC's extend across rivers, so
stop German mechanized units from crossing
at fords by using the no direct movement
from one ZOC to another. As soon as possible start blowing bridges; just leave one or
two for your retreating forces. You will find
that no matter how early you start there will
always be one bridge that refuses to be
blown. Just defend it as best you can. Use
your one air point to try to repulse the first
German infantry unit to cross the Meuse .
Remember, the rest of the 61 st division come
on as reinforcements. If possible, form it up
to benefit by Divisional Integrity. You may
need that extra one column shift.

BLITZKRIEG TO THE MEUSE
A twelve turn Campaign Game with
each turn representing 12 hours and extending from the 10th to the 15th May, 1940,
Blitzkreig to the Meuse describes how the
Germans shattered the French and Belgians
in a few short days, yet, at the same time, offers the Allied player the chance of putting
up a much better defense than occurred
historically.
All four maps are required to play either
Campaign Game. To link them up so that in-

dividuals become one large map requires that
three maps be trimmed. Considering that on
all of the maps there are very few hexes of all
clear terrain and that there are a large
number of hexes containing either broken,
light woods or heavy woods with a complex
road system, the joining up is very good.
There are, perhaps, one or even two slight errors - but the appearance and accuracy as
regards the game is first class.
Thls accuracy, however, cannot be
claimed for the Unit Deployment. The commencement of the game is 10th May a.m.,
and in the Campaign Notes it states: "On the
early morning of 10th May, the attack
jumped off. General Erwin Rommel, commanding 7th Panzer Division, advanced
quickly through Belgium just north of
Vielsam, brushing aside the Chasseurs
Ardenais." Vielsam is a small town situated
in Belgium on Map 3 (in hex 0711) 10 hexes in
a direct line from the German border but,
more importantly, 12 hexes from the border
when using March Mode movement. The
Unit Deployment states that all German
units with a hex number and a map reference
letter printed on them should be placed
within one hex of the corresponding hex on
the map. Units with the same number may
not be stacked together. Conseq uentIy, five
German Infantry Divisions, each Division
having 3 Regiments, are placed on Map B.

truth in the story - Lourdes would have
been very overcrowded that summer.
If this situation were not tough enough,
there are also Belgian units between the German Infantry and the German border.
To allow this setup to stand puts the
Belgians in a worse than hopeless position in
that Liege can be occupied on Turn One. The
15 units should be placed on the German
border.
The requirements of the game force the
German player to fulfill two conditions.
Failure to do so gives the French/Belgian
player a victory.
1. 75 Mechanized Combat Strength
points must be exited off the west edge of the
map by road, with supply being traced from
each road hex exited. Capturing the following cities reduces the 75 points total by the
number shown: Sedan, 25 points; Namur, 15
points; Dinant, 10 points.
2. No more than 20 Mechanized
Strength points may be lost. This includes
step losses on any Mechanized units, not just
eliminated units.
The completely differing attitudes between the French and German High Command of the 1940 period on how the next
conflict would be fought is reflected in the
difference both in the number and quality of
the opposing Brigades, Regiments and Divisiam;.
The 28 German Mechanized Regiments
which form the 10 Panzer and Panzergrenadier Divisions have a total Combat Strength of
151 points and, of this massive total, 101
points are available on Turn 1. Against this
force the 9 Belgian Mechanized units have a
lotal of 9 Combat Strength points, whilst the
French, though considerably stronger than
their allies, are still vastly inferior with 16
Mechanized units for a combat strength. of
47. Unfortunately, 8 units do not appear
before Turn 8. "Never in the field of human
conflict, have so few done so little so late."
German Mechanized units may move greater
distances than their opponents.
On Turn I the German Army has 23
more units than the Allies. This differential is
at its lowest on Turn 3, when il becomes 16,
and on T urn 9 at its greatest with a differential of 42. However, the majority of French
and Belgian units have only one value and, if
forced to take a step loss, are eliminated.
Consequently, once the Germans get at the
enemy, all the turn differentials are
increased.

All the 15 units are west of Vielsam and all
can be placed on Roads so that on Turn One
every unit can be put into March Mode, giving them double movement. By March Mode
movement and starting on the German
border, it would have taken three turns for
the units to have reached the set-up positions.
During the period April to May 1940,
the British newspapers, i.e ., Daily Mail,
News Chronicle, etc., published stories of
German soldiers being dressed as nuns (with
their boots seen peeping our from underneath their habits). Perhaps there was some

Finally, to complete the misery of the
French/Belgian player, there is the small
matter of air power. This can be used in one
of two ways: 1) Interdiction and disruption
of enemy units, and 2) Combined attacks
where each air point used increases t he odds
by 1.
The French have one air point which can
be used in three of the twelve turns . The Germans have four air point which can be used
for interdiction on any turn. But on any t hree
turns the German player chooses, the air
points can be added to any attack, giving a
four column shift: e.g., 2:! becomes 6:!.
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The use of air points, except when combined with ground units, is carried out before
either movement or combat. Though a very
small part of any turn, the German player
should on no account neglect his air pointpotential. Each a ir point has a 50% chance of
interdicting a road and a 330/0 chance of
dispersing an attacked unit. Mechanized
units in March Mode are dispersed 66% and
take a step loss 33% of the time. Both interdiction / dispersion at the right time or place
could ensure, for example, that a vital bridge
was not destroyed or that an important road
junclion was not occupied.
A deliberate attempt has been made, so
far, to describe a situation where the
French/Belgian player has one hell of a task
before him. And why not? This game is not
recommended for players who like a nice
easy game, where one can go through the
motions in an orderly fashion and, if one still
loses, blame the dice. To win as the French
player only needs two requIrements:
Ruthlessness in the redeployment and use of
the force available (particularly French units
east of the Meuse), and the ability to move
specific units to specific hexes in order to
slow down the Germans.

Germ,an Tactics
Decide what strengths, particularly in
Mechanized units , wiII be allotted to each
sector, i.e., Belgian (North), Main French
(South) and Central Bulge. One Division of
Mechanized with the Independent (Gross
Deu tschla nd) Brigade plus three Divisions of
Infantry are more than sufficient to decimate
the Belgian Army in a casual non-rushed
manner. The two main fronts can take the remainder, keeping the four unit Panzer Divisions for the south . Make sure that all units
deployed, and also reinforcements on every
turn, are placed in March Mode. Move first
those infantry regiments which are deployed
on road hexes that the Panzer units must pass
through . Doing this will ensure that the main
advance roads are kept clear. On Turn One
use the air points in an attempt to interdict/disrupt the French units which are
allowed to move. Keep the three occasions on
which air points may combined their attack
until you need to blast a hole.
H will soon become apparent that the
French/Belgian player may only "blow
bridges" and thus try to stall the German advance, with any degree of success. Consequently, French activity will centre in a rectangle on Map C (Sedan) from hex 1421
(source of River Ourthe) south to 0321 (ford
and bridge on River Semois) west [0 hex 0415
and then north to 1415. Apart from five
bridges and two fords on the Semois in this
rectangle, there are also three towns/road
jiJnction hexes: 1418, Librament; 11 16, Bertrix; and 1020, Neufchateau. Two of the
towns have three roads converging, and
French units will certainly attempt to delay
the German advance here. The problem is
that these two towns may be reached by
Panzer units on Turn 2, but only in March
Mode (attacking at half strength), and by attacking at no matter what odds, there is
always at least a l-in-6 chance of a result

which calls for an obligatory step loss. This is
a risk which must be taken, especially if there
is a good chance of a bridge in the area not
becoming destroyed and thus allowing access
across the Meuse.
If, however, as is likely, the majority of
the bridges across the Semois are destroyed
in the early turns, consider very carefully the
merits of attacking only with Panzergrenadiers dismounted (Rule 5.6). Any attack to
cross the river is pOintless unless the crossing
is made. If an attacker loss is called for on the
CRT, it must be met before advancing.
Unless time is running out, it's far better to
wait for Infantry support to absorb the loss.
An Infantry step loss does not affect the victory conditions.
As mentioned earlier, the Belgians will
give very little trouble, and Namur should
fall any time from turn 7 to 10. Dinant will
probably be captured after no more than a
token defense, but the bridges behind it will
have been destroyed. Sedan will be defended
in every possible way, and though it will
eventually fall , the French player will be trying to hold on till turns 9 and 10, in order to
make the final exiting of Mechanized units
an impossibility.
This objective is not as difficult as it first
appears because the road system in this area
is very thin. Only two roads go east from
Sedan and two west (one of them actually
connects up east of Sedan City). So it is
necessary to repair as many bridges on the
River Semois as quickly as possible to allow
access to spare Mechanized units from the
Cen tral Bulge sector.

French Tactics
Because of the slow reaction of the
French High Command to the German attack and the likelihood of the German Aircraft disrupting some of the few units able to
move, the options available for doing
anything other than on the Belgian sector are
remote. Belgian units have to retreat north of
the Meuse on Turn 2. Because of this
obligatory rule, they may just as wll start on
Turn 1, with the exception of the two
Mechanized units initially deployed near the
towns of Rossignol and Habay La Neuve
(Map D) . If not disrupted, one unit can
retreat smartly across the River Semois and
try to blow the three bridges in hexes D0301
and C0320. The other unit should .o ccupy
ArIon (D0408) if not captured by the Germans since the Rommel unit can reach Arion
on Turn 1. If successful, it forces the Germans to advance on Sedan along a very narrow front, where a fighting retreat has a very
good chance of buying 6 or 7 game turns.
Whilst this narrow defense line is being
established and buying time to get several Infantry units up in support, it is absolutely
necessary to get Mechanized units into the
gap between the Rivers Ourthe and Semois
and onto the road junctions at Neufchateau,
Librament and Bertrix. Though these towns
cannot be successfully defended, there is·
always the chance the German pl1iyer may
impetuously risk an attack in March Mode
and have to take a mandatory step loss. At
the very best, the German may only have 9

Mechanized step losses, but in actuality it is
nearer 6. Failure to block German passage
will almost certainly allow the Panzers to
cross the Semois, west of the initial defense
line and before any possibility of a second
defense line.
Every bridge on the River Semois should
be destroyed, but the five fords must also be
defended. The hexes containing the fords are
also in heavy woods and this is likely to deter
the Germans from risking an attack without
Infantry support. Even when the Semois has
been crossed, there is an area of heavy wood
of at least 3 hexes depth which will slow the
German advance and will allow the French
reinforcements trickling on the time to get into a support position.
Of the three sectors the south (Sedan
Sector) is the easiest to defend, provided the
bridges have been taken care of. The Belgian
Sector will inevitably collapse unless the German underestima tes the defense capability.
The Central Bulge sector, particularly
around Dinant, is the area which could cause
problems.. This area has five bridges to
destroy and also terrain which is mainly light
woods . Any definite attempt by the Germans
will get them across the river. This area is one
most likely to invoke the rout rule with best
effect. This area will have to be defended,
and the best way to do this is for the French
Mechanized Reinforcments which appear on
Turn 3 to advance across the Meuse and
make a fighting retreat among the road /light
woods hexes west of Dinant.
The three French Air points should be
held back as late as possible in the game and
then be used if possible to interdict German
Mechanized units in March Mode. If German casualties are reaching the critical slage,
a good result could swing the balance or even
stop units from exiting along a certain road.
Blitzkreig to the Meuse is not an easy
game to play and win as the Allied player.
One bridge not blown/defended or one road
left uncovered, particularly in the early
stages, could have a disastrous effect. It is
very likely that there will not be more than
two or three worthwhile opportuni ties to
make an attack during the twelve turns.
However, the Allied player can win this
game, and the key to the whole situation is:
Do not rush; check every ro~d and every
bridge; then check them again. If nothing
else, it will break the G erman's concentration.
As with Blitzkreig, the Sedan folio game
is an extremely difficult game for the Allied
player to win. There is probably a slight difference in the degree of difficulty between
Sedan and Blitzkreig, and it will be interesting to read comments on the two games
in the future.

CELLES
Cefles is seven turns long and covers the
peak of the German push in the Battle of the
Bulge. The following table shows the combat
points · available to both sides, with and
without the British units. This last group can
be activated only by the German player.
Even opposing just the Americans, the German player has a hard time, so against the
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throughout the game to the rate of only one or to lose pieces, but it will not win the game
Artillery unit involved per attack . The Ger- convincingly for the Germans. There are
mans meanwhile can sit back and summon several avenues of approach which should, if
artillery fire onto one point from as many followed, give a better degree of victory. For
guns as are in range.
instance, at the north of the map there is a
The German player has the rather unen- ford over the Our River. A strong attack here
viable task of breaking through the V.S . line wi II force the V.S. to divert troops to cover
and capturing as large an area as is possible, the road four hexes west, which leads straight
Initial
2
3
4
5
6
7
simultaneously mopping up any remaining to Bastogne. Should the German establish
Ger
69 82 82 84 98 115 115 115
U.S. units. He is not helped by the atrocious himself here with force, then not only is
Am
86 93 101 J08 116 121 J 21 136
terrain (less than 30 clear hexes on the whole Bastogne in grave danger of falling but also a
Brit
75
of the map) which affords the beleaguered straight drive south could threaten to enflank
U.S. playe r some measure of defense.
all of the V.S . forces .
While the German forces are modes t, so
The attack falls in to three sections:
A similar threat can be raised in the
are his victory conditions. To wi.n he needs to
North, Centre and South - with the areas south if the German, once over the Our,
hold four towns. He starts with one, La
delineated by rivers. The South and Centre heads directly for Luxembourg City. This
Roche, and three more are within three hexes
zones are where the big push comes, and the will isolate the most eastern U .S. forces and
of the German Start Line - Manhay, Hotten
collapse of these areas renders a fall in the again open up the possibility for a flanking
and Marche. However, the German units can
North inevitable. The South section is entire- movement. The German can easily spare the
not use March Mode so they are relatively
ly dominated by the Our River which is an ex- units for both northern and southern attacks
slow-moving compared to the Americans. As
cellent defense line if the V.S. player can with 44 against 16, though he mustn't deplete
there are only seven turns to this game, the
blow the four bridges, thus preventing the main body loo much. The famous ratio
German cannot afford to switch his forces
passage of armour and artillery . The German of 3-to- l for a successful attack is applicable
from one flank to another; i.e., he should be
bridge-building is not very good.
here. The ultimate aim of the German player
fighting rather than marching. The Germans
If the Germans can advance and capture
is to exit Mechanized units from the map.
have to decide very early whether to concenThe U.S. player should, with a little bit
the City of Liege in the northwest, they gain
trate on the heavily wooded right flank or on
of work, be able to keep Bastogne from a
an automatic victory: however, by the very
the more open left flank . My own opinion is
richness of the reward, that · eventuality is
competent German player, unless he is faced
that the left flank is used only for the opening
unlikely in the extreme. Conventional victory
by a three-pronged attack as mentioned
push, to capture Mankay. On the left on Turn
is gained by the capture of tOwns and cities
above . Then he has no option and must
One, the 335/ 84 should be destroyed by Lehr.
and, in the case of the Germans, also by exretreat everywhere, spreading out the line to
From then on force the Americans to cover
iting supplied units off the west edge.
make the most of the defensive terrraill and
the left to avoid the instant victory. Just take
The U. S. player is, to a large degree, imtrying to hold on until reinforcements in the
your four towns and hold on. Do not be. potent. He must conserve his units and fight
shape of the 101st Airborne arrive . The situagreedy by overextending yourself. Hope that
tion is analagous to the Battle of Waterloo,
a mobile defense. Aggressive play is
your supplies via the dice are not too cruel.
this time with the Germans trying to capture
restricted for those few .occasions when the
It is easier for the Americans as they can
territory and then exit units before the reinGerman units are isolated by mistake or bad
use March Mode to block gaps and then
forcements arrive . Why, the battle is even in
luck. Once his main line of defense nex t to
quickly switch resources from one flank to
the Westwall has fallen, a retreat ~s far back
the same country!
another. Basically, all the Americans have to
The Clerf River makes a good secondary
as Sl. Vith in the South and Malmedy in the
do is form a line, put pressure on the German
Centre must needs occur. This is the crucial defense line and should occupy the German's
weak flank (there has to be one) and pin the
attention for a turn or two. After that line is
period of the game which makes or breaks it
German strong flank . In this game it is up to
breached the only alternative is to pull back
for the Germans. After turn 8, there is a onethe German to plan ahead. The Americans
in-three chance of some Division being out of and block the roads leading to Bastogne and
just react to the action and push him back .
Arion .
supply, and the perils of getting caught
The game is hard for both sides to win
without their supply vehicles severely curtails
ST. VITH
their activities (turns one to six are automat.ic
well but it is harder for the U.S. to win. For
This game, set in 1944, deals with the
supply for the Germans).
two players of unequal skill, I recommend
part of the battle that occurred between
the stronger should play the U.S.
Monschau and Achnee Eiffel, where the GerCLERVAUX
To conclude then , Clervaux is one of the
mans thought they were dealing with green
Clervaux is the scene for an offensive in
better games of the four. It is not an easy
troops. Instead they found the tough U.S.
the battle of Ardennes. Von Manteufel's Vth
game to play, butis weIl worth the effort.
2nd Infantry Division which had just moved
Panzer Army attacked around here, seemin.
ingly against light U.S. forces, but neverTHE BATTLE OF THE BULGE
The game is 12 turns long, but tu rns out
theless was delayed long enough for the U.S.
to be closer to ten and one half, as the first
The 1944 Campaign Game (The Battle
lOist Airborne Division to get into Bastogne
of the Bulge) is thirty-six turns long,
two turns are restrictive in what can be done .
and hold it until reinforced.
although it may end on game-turn twenty.
On the first turn, only one V.S . unit can
The game opens with a massive 44 GerThe initial impression is that it is a walkover
move (under Henry Fonda's command no
man units about to take on 16 V.S. units
for the Germans due to their massive numeridoubt!!!) and it is far to the rear. The Geralong a front of 25 hexes, with the OUf River
cal superiority (eighty units against about
mans can move no units at all, but both sides
between and all four bridges across it blown.
forty V.S. units). This impression is soon
can engage in combat if they desire. The GerAs in SI. Vith, the game lasts ten and one half
proven illusory for many reasons. The termans are benefitted by,getting a shift in comturns, for no movement of any consequence
rain is excellent for defensive purposes, being
bat odds for all attacks made on the first
is done in Turn One. The Germans get to
heavily forested and crossed by a myriad of
turn . They also get the definite advantage
move all their forces in Turn Two, while the
rivers. The Victory Conditions for the Gerthroughout the game of rolling at slightly
V.S. can respond with five or six Mechanized
mans are most exacting, and a German
better odds, equivalent to subtracting one
units. Both sides can conduct combat in the
Player who has not a vicipus and aggressive
from all die-rolls. Turn Two is a little better
first two turns. Unless the German player
instinct would be well advised not to bother
for the V.S., since now all their Mechanized
makes any serious mistakes, the U.S. player
with this game . Finally, the Allied reinforceunits can move. But they do have all of the
should indulge in no attacks.
ments are so numerous that every breakGermans to contend with. As if that fact
As in St. Vilh, time is the main enemy of
through the German player makes seems
wasn't enough, all V.S. Artillery attacks are
the Germans rather than the V.S. forces. A
sooner or later to run into a new defensive
halved in the first two turns and are restricted
steady advance will force the V.S. to retreat
British and Americans, it is impossible.
Hence, unless the German is absolutely sure
of fulfilling the instant victory condition , he
should let sleeping dogs lie. Normally it is the
Germans against the Americans. The game
usually turns into a slugging match more
than anything else.
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line created by oncoming Allied reinforcements.
There are four variations on the Campaign Game, but I find the Historical
Scenario the most interesting and probably
the most taxi ng for both players. The other
three Scenarios consist of:
Operation Luxembourg with the objective of capturing Luxembourg City to cut off
Patton's Third Army in Lorraine.
The Small Solution where the German
Player thrusts northwards to the east of the
Meuse in order to trap the U.S. 1st Army in
the Aachen area.
The Spoiling A ttack where killing
enemy units is the main obj ective .
During the initial few moves of the game
the German player enjoys several special
rules . For the first six turns he can mass any
number of artillery units (subject to range
limitations) to attack a particular Allied unit.
Normally only one artillery unit may attack
one enemy unit. Allied artillery' units have
their Bombardment Strengths halved and
their Final Protective Fire Strengths halved.
Final Protective Fire Strength represents the
support an artillery unit can give a friendly
unit suffering an attack.
Most important is the fact that for the
first six game turns the German units are all
in supply and do riot need to trace a valid
supply line to their supply source (which is
the east edge of the map). This is perhaps a
none loo subtle hint at the correct German
tactics for the first six moves, and probably
longer. Drive deep, drive fast, and cut off
large enemy forces, but most important of all
capture bridges across rivers and important
road junctions.
For the first thirteen game turns the German player uses a more advantageous Combat Results Table than the Allies and, in addition to this. during the first turn may subtract one from his die roll.
Finally the Allied player may not blow
bridges on the first game turn.
It should not take players long to
discover the "best" first move for the Germans. With the aid of massive artillery fire to
support them, the Germans should be able to
cross the Our River in two or three places.
The Allied player should always contest river
crossings and almost without exception take
a step loss rather than retreat and allow the
German to establish a bridgehead. In the
north the Germans should attack the Allied
prepared positions, massing on one to ensure
success even at the cost of not being able to
attack the others .
The Germans may not move during
game turn one and only two Allied units may
move, so Turn Two finds the positions of the
armies altered only by advances after combat. The German player usually then throws
the Leibstandart Adolf Hitler S.S. Panzer
Division towards St.' Yith and must then
make up his mind whether to move the Hitler
Jungen S.S. Panzer Division to support the
L.A.H . and further exploit the breakthrough
or to hurl it against the American prepared
positions which have been (hopefully) weakened by the attacks of the previous move. In
my play testing I decided on the former

course of action and moved the H.J . Division South in March Mode. By this time the
two exposed regiments of the U.S. 106th
Division have usually been surrounded as
happened historically .
At this point one should look at the
March Mode form of movement. Units may
declare themselves to be in March Mode subject to certain limitations and then move, only along roads, from twice to six times their
normal movement allowance. When in this
mode, a unit's combat factor is halved and it
may not end the movement phase adjacent to
another unit in March Mode. While this
seems to be a drawback it soon becomes apparent that this is by far the most efficient
method of moving units when they are not
actually engaging in combat.
On the third game turn the U.S. reinforcements begin to trickle in and must be
committed piecemeal to stem the German advance. A major problem now becomes evident. When all component units of a Division attack together or are adjacent while one
of them is attacked, that group of units gets a
Divisional Integrity Bonus . However the
Allied player cannot afford the time to move
regiments around in order to reform his divisions, so a very confused situation emerges
with perhaps two or three divisions all intermingled defending some line. The German
player should exploit this as much as possible
and never miss an opportunity to separate
component units of an enemy division. This
he can do by attacking one of the units and
forcing it to retreat away from its comrades
so that they no longer get the Bonus. The
Allied player must be kept off balance as
long as possible and forced to use stopgap
measures to plug any breakthrough, because
once a strong reserve has been organized the
initiative can so easily pass to the Allied
player. If tRis happens in the first half of the
game, then an Allied victory is assured .
As the Allied player one should try to
commit just enough forces to block the German advance while trying to create a reserve
for a counterthrust. River lines and road
junctions are the most crucial features to be
defended. Since Infantry can move (and
retreat) across rivers while Armour must use
a bridge, it is important not to let your Armour be trapped against a river line.
I have mentioned bridges before but one
cannot overemphasize their importance to
both players, especially the German. A unit
may attempt to "blow up" a bridge from up
to one hex distance, having a 50-50 chance of
success. If the unit is an Engineer unit or is
adjacent to the bridge then the odds are increased to a 2-3 chance. On one playtest I
carried out, the U.S. player during the first
three game turns "blew" only two bridges
due to a drastic series of die rolls. The German captured the rest of the contested
bridges and made such rapid advances that it
took the Allied player many game turns
before he could even begin to slow up the
German.
Any Allied unit may repair a blown
bridge or build a new one, but of the German
units only the Engineers are capable of per-

forming this task. As the German player one
soon gets the impression that there are never
enough of these precious units. The German
Engineer units should always be up front
with the Spearhead to shorten the delay
should the advance be stalled by a blown
bridge. However, care must be taken not to
involve them in the fighting as they are too
valuable to lose and are wasted when acting
"merely" as fighting units .
Naturally the Allied player should never
miss an opportunity to attack a German
Engineer I especially if the unit is alone in a
hex and not stacked with a combat unit.
By game turn five the Allied player can
only expect to have a fron t in the north and
the extreme south. The Germans should
have achieved a massive central breakthrough (if not the German is in very serious
trouble). Both sides are probably now racing
for two very important objectives. These are
the bridges over the Ourthe River and
Bastogne. The Allied player should never
abandon Bastogne even at the risk of having
one or two divisions cut off, because the German drive will be stalled drastically as units
move up to this crucial crossroads, leave the
road to bypass the town, and then rejoin the
road later. More importantly, German supply may not be traced further than Bastogne
on that particular road. Of the two objectives
Bastogne is probably the more important. In
t.he play test Bastogne went to the Allied
player, although the German had some consolation from the fact that he captured three
separate bridges over the Ourthe River completely intact.
A short note on strategy. In the Historical Battle, the Allies did everything they
could to hold the "shoulders" of the Bulge,
and in the game the Allied player should
follow this example. After all, who won?
On game turn nine the German must roll
on the Supply Shortage Table and may find
one or two of his Armoured Divisions suddenly out of supply due to a proposed logistics problem. Fortunately, this situation lasts
only for that turn. In my play test the L.A.H .
5.S. Armoured Division was stalled for two
consecutive turns because of this rule.
Following something along the lines of Murphy's Law, the division that usually gets stalled is the very division that is leading the German advance. I can quite confidently predict
that the German Supply Shortages Table will
account for five or six times the German
defeats that bad play accounts for (or at least
that's what we will be told).
If in the south the German wishes to
seriously threaten Luxembourg City, he can
do so by diverting his reinforcements to this
sector. However, this will probably cost him
the game as these reinforcements are needed
elsewhere. In any case since many of the U.S.
reinforcements come on in this sector, the
success of such a German thrust is by no
means assured.
On game turn twelve in the play test asthe German player I made the very mistake
that I had promised myself I would not
make. I crossed the Meuse prematurely.
Although this releases the powerful German
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reserve of three Armoured Divisions (two of
which are S.S.) and accelerates the German
reinforcements, it also frees the entire British
Army to cross the Meuse and participate in
the Battle. Otherwise, the British must stay
north of the Meuse until the latter part of the
game. Instead of my premature crossing in
insufficient strength, I should have waited a
turn or two and amassed more units for the
thrust. The British are fixed in position
anyway, and there were no U.S. units in a
position to interfere for a few turns. Nevertheless, the temptation was too great and I
rushed Liege with two regiments from the
good old L.A.H. division.
Irrespective of the German making this
mistake, the Allied player should be making
limited counteratlacks with the reserves he
has built up, especially in the south . Now
that the weather has cleared (did I hear a gutteral "drat?"), Allied Air power should be
making itself felt in many ways. '
Air power can be used as ground support for Allied attacks, as air supply for a
limited number of units, and to interdict
roads (usually key junctions if the Allied
player has any sense). More importantly the
German may not put any more units into
March Mode while the Allied player has the
use of four air points. He may bring reinforcements on in March Mode and units
already in this state may remain so, but this
does not soften this terrible blow by much.
The German offensive is now in real danger
of running out of steam.
The game now usually is at the crucial
stage. On game turn twenty Victory Points
are totaled up. If the German has sufficient
for a Strategic or Operational Victory or the
Allied player has enough for a Strategic Victory, then the game is over. Otherwise, play
continues for another sixteen moves to game
turn thirty-six when the Victory Points are
again worked out. This time the result can be
a Draw, a 'German Marginal Victory, or an
Allied Marginal or Strategic Victory.
In my play test despite being thrown
back over the Meuse by the British, the Germans managed to capture enough towns by
turn twenty to get a German Operational
Victory .

GENERAL COMMENTS
AND HINTS ON PLAY
While the rules are simple, care should
be taken when switching from one game to
another as some rules vary between games,
for example, the German Combat Initiative
Bonus .
In Sedan and the 1940 Campaign
Games, the Germans cannot afford to have
too many mechanized losses. Hence when
possible, particularly when attacking in
March Mode, .have an infantry unit along to
absorb the losses since they do not count
toward the victory conditions. Since the infantry move slower than the· mechanized
units, it is not always possible.
ArtilJery tends to be slow-moving and
only very rarely can it be used by the attacker. It is much more suited to set-piece
defensive position. This can be seen in Sedan

where the German artillery spends the whole
game just moving from one side of the map
to the other.
When getting to a river and crossing
quickly is important, use Armoured Infantry
or Panzergrenadier. These units have a high
movement allowance, as per other mechanized units, and they can dismount and cross
rivers as per ordinary infantry . When you do
cross a river have the rest of the division nearby to give Divisional Integrity. This is probably one of the few times where it is worthwhile getting Divisional Integrity. When
attacking across a river for bridge-building
purposes, always leave one unit to build the
bridge while the rest of the stack attacks.
Hence, if the attack is successful, only one
other turn is needed for the bridge to come
into operation. Since ZOe's extend across
rivers, fords can be blocked by using the no
direct movement from one ZOC to anot.her
rule. Similarly rivers can be blocked, forcing
the attacker to halve his attack by attacking
across the river.
Where possible retreat rather than try a
static defense. Only a few positions justify
the step losses involved. It is possible to
retreat into and through other unit.s, even
through ZOC's, although this means step
losses. Retreating can be used as a delaying
technique. To do this, have two parts of the
Division in front of the remaining unit.
When attacked, retreat these two parts
through the third, which then stops the ad-

vancing victorious force. This can be
countered by forcing retreats through zoe's
and hence causing step losses. Similarly,
where possible, destroy parts of a division to
keep it from benefiting from Divisional
Integrity.
Some of the games forbid movement for
t.he first turn. Remember just. because they
cannot move does not mean they cannot do
anything. They can blow bridges, build improved positions, etc.
In summary, the Battlesfor the Ardennes Quadis a simple, clean game that offers a
challenge. True, there are a few minor
blemishes; for example, it is hard to see setup
position in the ·heavy woods. It is almost an
errata-free game. "How do you remount
after your armoured infantry has crossed the
river" is one of t.he few questions I have. It is
probably one of the better games to come out
of SPI in some time . • •
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